RANGER BRANCH
Megalos Odigos/Ranger (Age group: 14-17)
Naftodigos/Sea Ranger

The goal of the Greek Rangers is to adjust to the adults’ world and to actively take part, coping with the needs and problems of modern society. The main axis of their programmes is "to serve"; participation in the community development and service to the community is being realized through activities that offer valuable experiences to youth of that age. The community development camps during summer integrate the programme of the whole guiding year.

Rangers’ Uniform
The girls wear white shirt with navy blue skirt.
The boys wear white shirt with navy blue trousers.
The Ranger’s scarf is red with the trefoil on it.

Ranger Promise
I promise that with faith in God I will do my best:
To love my country, and promote the cause of peace and freedom,
To help others in all circumstances,
To make Guiding values my way of life.
My ideal will be to serve.

Ranger Motto
To Serve